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BMW IS OUR PASSION.
At Pfaff, we’ve built a community of
people who love to own, drive, race and be
inspired by great cars. We don’t just sell
cars; we deliver extraordinary automotive
experiences – in every showroom, on

pfaffbmw.com
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the road, and on the track. If you drive or
aspire to a BMW, visit us and experience
the exceptional service and passion for
performance Pfaff has become famous for.
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Membership in BMW Trillium allows you to:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Sign up for a variety of club events (see below)
Participate in the events of BMW clubs throughout North
America
Receive our excellent Contact magazine, published quarterly
Receive discounts and benefits from dealers and other retailers
as posted on our website
Receive an additional 2% discount (over and above all dealer
discounts) on your next BMW purchase (must be a Club
member for a minimum of 12 consecutive months)
Meet a lot of great, like-minded people!

We run a wide variety of high quality, top educational value events such
as: Advanced Driving Schools, Race Schools, Street Survival Schools,
AutoSlalom competition series, Concourse events, Fun Rallies, Wine
Tours, Social Events and our Annual Christmas Party.
BMW Trillium Club is a non-profit, volunteer run club that exists to
actively promote the varied interests of BMW owners and enthusiasts
from across southern Ontario in the spirit of fun, friendship, and safety.
While the purpose of the club has been mainly to bring together people
who have a keen interest in the BMW brand, we welcome all motoring
enthusiasts.
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Presiden’t Message
Summer 2017

BMW Club and
Our Community
As you all know, BMW Club Trillium Chapter is a Not-For-Profit organization. It
is also YOUR club every bit as much as it is my club. One of the reasons I was
attracted to the Club in the first place and one of the reasons why I continue to
put in thousands of hours of my personal time volunteering for you and for the
Club each year is the fact that the Club serves the community.
One of our most effective Community Service Programs is the Street Survival
School Program.
(trilliumbmwclub.ca/streetsurvival)
This program actually saves kids’ lives and is open to anyone in the community.
They do not have to be a member of our club, nor do they have to drive a
bimmer. When I was introduced to this program in the US in 2011, I immediately started planning to bring it to Canada, and in 2012 we launched the Street
Survival Schools in Canada.
However, no community service program can be successful without volunteers,
i.e. people like you! We run 2 Street Survival Schools each year, and by the time
you read this, the first one will be in the history books; the second one will be on
Sunday November 5th, in Markham.
When we launched it back in 2012, there was no shortage of club members who
volunteered. Each year the number of volunteers has dropped, and this year we
are short of volunteers. For each event, we require a total of 50-60 volunteers.
Yes, this means you must give up your Sunday to a good cause, but please
consider the spirit of your Club and be generous with your time!
BMW Club Trillium Chapter also serves the community in many other ways: The
Club hosts a Saturday for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada, the Club also
supports: (i) The Hospital for Sick Children, (ii) Heart House Hospice, (iii) Adam’s
Dream Fund, (iv) Ryerson University SAE formula team.

Board of Directors and Executive:
Isi Papadopoulos, President
Ray Pleasance, Vice President
Steve Gailits, Treasurer
Eileen Arnaud, Secretary
Janice Stone, Membership & Social
Rob Carr, Webmaster
Kaizer Poonawalla, Finance
Driving Events Committee:
Isi Papadopoulos
Steve Gailits, Co-Chief Instructor
Derek Hanson, Co-Chief Instructor
Ray Pleasance
Larry Grzebinski
Kaizer Poonawalla
John Dimoff, Chief Instructor
- Instructor Development Program
Contact Magazine Editors:
Larry Grzebinski, Gayle Gailits
Volunteer Coordinator: Janice Stone
Auto Slalom:
Randy Sparre
Tudor Comsa
Street Survival Schools:
Isi Papadopoulos
Ray Pleasance
Eileen Arnaud
Membership Secretary:
Janice Stone
Wine Tour: Dave Rowlison, Frank and
Robin Schilz
Fun Rally: Zoltan Ruppert
Social Events: Janice Stone
Auditor: Bob Gore CA
Big Brothers Big Sisters Charity
Coordinator: Larry Grzebinski

Any questions or concerns can be sent
via email to info@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Please consider getting involved and giving back to the community. It will make
you feel good!

BMW Clubs of Canada, Trillium Chapter is a not for
profit club. All ideas and opinions are those of the
writers and no authentication or approval is implied
by the editor or publisher. We assume no liability
for information contained in the magazine and that
Contact retains the exclusive rights of reproduction
in printed or electronic media for any text or photographs submitted. We reserve the right to refuse
publication, edit or modify any material and hold
such material for an indeterminate period.

Have an article you’d like to submit or an idea for content in our magazine?
We’d love to read it! Please submit all ideas/articles to: editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Interested in advertising?

I am proud to be a part of an organization that supports our communities, and
you should be too!
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Please contact us via email,
advertising@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Advanced
Driving School
With Knowledge Comes Power

Spend a weekend with us and you will gain both.
Are you interested in improving your car control skills? Have you always wanted to drive on a world renowned
track? Searching for one-on-one instruction? Looking to be a part of a professional, accredited organization?
Join us in 2017 at CTMP (Mosport) Grand Prix Track
Beginners • Intermediate • Advanced Students Welcome

April 28-30
September 8-10

June 9-11
October 20-22

For more information visit

soBMW.ca • trilliumbmwclub.ca
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — Summer 2017
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The Magnificent M2
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By John Venditti

FOR THOSE OF you who have dogs
and most who don’t you should be able
to appreciate the following analogy. We
all have had a dog or know someone
that had a dog that was so well trained
and obedient you always wanted to
play with it. Whether it was to go fetch
their favorite toy, or to stay whilst a treat
was put on the ground waiting for the
right command to go and get it all the
while the poor dog is drooling. You just
never get enough. The M2 is one of the
most obedient automotive friends I have
made in a long time.
In no way am I going to call the M2
a dog. I’m merely musing that for the 5
glorious days I lived with BMW’s newest
sports car, it did everything I asked of it
and then some. Some of you may notice
that I referred to it as a sports car. Yes
I did. That was not an accident. It is a
sports car. Not in the sense that it is a
low slung coupe, or a two seater with
no back seat space, or a useless trunk.
It actually has a commodious back seat.
Albeit a little awkward to get in and out
of given the fact the car is a two door.
Once nestled into your perch out back
there is enough space for a not so svelte
6 footer! That in itself shocked all of us
who witnessed said feat. Trunk? Yes it’s
got one. It fit my road bike with the front
tire removed and not folding down the
rear seats. Yes I said that right, I did not
have to fold down the rear seats to get
my road bike in the trunk. I own a 135i,
the previous generation to this sportiest
of 2 series and I can tell you although I
perform the same trick in my 135i it was
a lot easier in the M2. I’ll also mention
while we’re comparing the previous
generation chassis to the newest that
the BMW designers did a great job with
the silhouette. It is more pleasing to the
eye than the dowdy previous generation
of the e82.
continued on next page
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BMW has been moving in a direction
I’m not fond of lately. I’m sorry BMW,
your doing not mine, but someone has
to stand up and say whoa. All wheel
drive and automatic only M cars? Come
on really? Thankfully there are enough
real drivers out there willing to buy this
M2 that BMW North America made a
business case for bringing this car to our
shores. Rear wheel drive and manual
transmission still available, thank-you.
Although my tester had the very, very
good dual clutch transmission, I have
had the opportunity to drive a manual as
well. Before all you technical keyboard
warriors freak out, I will admit that the
dual clutch transmission accelerates
quicker than the manual transmission.
It’s a fact and you can’t get away from
it. Does this mean the DCT is better than
the traditional 3 pedal manual? Hell no!
The manual transmission in this car is
one of the best on the planet mated to a
wonderful positive feeling clutch. My only
gripe is I didn’t have enough time to spend
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with the full manual car. The dual clutch
transmission works just like the one in the
previous generation cars with smoother
shifts when at wide open throttle. The
shifts are almost imperceptible if it wasn’t
for the change in tone of the engine. The
push you feel in your back is relentless,
which is an incredible feeling. I can appreciate technology, I prefer tradition. I’m
really, really glad BMW resisted the urge
to offer all wheel drive on this car. I feel
like it’s coming though. I believe like all
cars on the road with AWD that it would
water down this car too much and make
it vanilla rather thank chunky rocky road/
oreo/cookie dough/smarties all mixed
into one like it is.
As mentioned earlier, this car accelerates so ferociously. There is almost
no turbo lag, and throttle response is
immediate. This is an incredible accomplishment for a turbocharged car with
such flexibility. Thank-you to the double
scroll turbo which changes the geometry
of the turbo to allow it to track around
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town without lag yet does not run out
of breath all the way up to the 7000rpm
redline. The engine BMW chose to use
was really confusing to me given this car
was released several months after the
glorious M3/M4 combo. They are using
a variation of the n55 rather than the
s55 used in the M3/4. This is confusing
considering this is a true M car......or is
supposed to be, yet it is not using a true
M department engine. The n55 in this
guise is tuned to 365 hp and 343 ft/
lbs of torque. Good enough to accelerate to 100km/h (62mph) in 4.1 seconds.
Or for our Americans 0-60mph in 4.0
seconds for the DCT, or add .2 seconds
for a good driver in the manual car. What
does this all mean? Not a whole lot
unless you’re a street light racer that is.
On a road course, which is where I revel
in the thrill, you are rarely below 70km/h.
So the usable power band is essentially
3rd gear and 4th gear. This car does not
disappoint. It pulls hard everywhere in
the power band and feels just as quick

as an M3/4 in these maneuvers. Actually
it feels quicker and more responsive due
to its diminutive size and weight. This car
is a greyhound at a Florida track waiting
to sprint out of the gates! So the engine
is good, really good. Why do I lament
about it not being an s55 instead? It’s
because I’m not a fan of building to a
price point which is what it seems BMW
is up to here. The s55 makes 425 hp and
over 400 ft/lbs of torque, with a clever
water to air heat exchanger maintaining a cold boost charge all of the time.
Obviously BMW didn’t want this car to
over shadow its bigger brother. But why?
I do not believe that one in the market
for an M3/4 would buy the M2 over it
because it was actually quicker. The
M3/4 are great grand tourers but are not
by any means sports cars like the M2.
They are just too big and too heavy to
live in this category. BMW missed the
mark and could have made this great car
even better.
There are other places where BMW’s
cost cutting measures are very evident.
The M2 rolls with the very ample and well
bolstered seats from the M235i, however,
it could have had the M3/4 specific
light weight seats which are even more

superb. There is no carbon fibre strut
tower brace, nor carbon fibre driveshaft
or trunk lid. As such, forget the M3/4, this
car would have taken a Caymen S and
Corvette Z06 to task.
Although this car isn’t as light weight
as it could have been, the lightness is
felt the moment you steer the car with
authority. It responds to your inputs like
a Jack Russell chasing a Jack Rabbit.
Great Autoslalom car comes to mind as
well. This car is not as light as an e36 M3
but it is lighter than an e46 M3. With its
advanced multilink suspension layout and
tuning from the M division this car is very
neutral. It exhibits minor under steer and
gets coaxed into over steer very easily.
Sadly this car does not have a mechanical Limited Slip Differential. BMW, listen
up, Scion and Subaru puts one in their
$28000.00 coupes, why can’t you put
one in a $65000.00 sports car? This car
is equipped with an advanced version of
the “e-diff” which works reasonably well
but for true enthusiast driving and winter
driving this system lacks compared with
an LSD. I wish people would stop going
on and on about this electric steering
business and how it has no feel. Is the
feeling of the steering wheel light? Yes.

Does it have road feel? Yes. What’s the
problem here? You can position this car
at break neck speeds on any turn with
exacting precision. This car talks to you
more than any BMW in recent history. It
works and it works well.
So, after all of my griping what do I
really think about this car? I loved it. It
was a loyal partner and with awe inspiring
performance that simply cannot be
described. This is one of those rare cars
that the sum of the parts is far greater
than any one metric to measure it with.
I do have some items which I thought
could have been done better but the
pros far outweigh the cons. This car is
so good that it actually made my list of
favourite daily driver/track day car. Furthermore, the rear seat is roomy enough
for my preteen daughters to fit very comfortably for extended drives and the ride
in comfort mode was compliant enough
that not one of my passengers complained about it.
I made a loyal friend with the M2, not
unlike my Lab at home. Always trying to
impress and always behaving, not much
more I could ask. I’ll take mine in Sakhir
Orange with a manual transmission
please.
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Photos: Dan Granner
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This Toronto teacher beat a rare
and deadly infection and then got
himself a gold BMW i8 to share
with his family and friends.

Because life is short, drive a supercar.
STANDING BESIDE HIS chrome gold 2017 BMW i8 at Canadian Tire
Motorsport Park, grinning from ear to ear, 47-year-old Tony Volpe looks
exactly like a man living life to its fullest. This is not a coincidence.
When the Toronto school teacher defied the odds to beat a deadly throat
infection that shook his whole life and landed him in the ICU last year, he
decided to live every day after like it was his last. It’s cliché, sure, but those
who come face-to-face with death and live to tell about it don’t give two
hoots what you think of their use of clichés.
continued on next page
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“When I left the hospital, I spent two
months recovering at my mom’s thinking
about life and how short and precious
it is,” says Volpe. The stark reminder of
his mortality followed by the down time
during recovery resulted in a radically
changed outlook and a few added lines
on the bucket list.
One of those lines was checked off
when Volpe received his brand new 2017
BMW i8 from Policaro BMW in Brampton
with a custom gold chrome wrap from
Sekanskin. In what they dubbed Project I
GR8FUL, Volpe, three of his best friends
and his 18-year-old nephew all shared in
the decision-making process that landed
this statement-making vehicle in his
driveway.
Also making his Beemer his Beemer
are a set of new Forgiato rims with a
floating logo purchased from the fine
folks at Premier Tire; customized black
and gold BMW logos on the front, rear
and steering wheel that match the wrap;
a tasteful touch of gold in the dash to
bring some of the exterior’s panache
inside; and a pair of upgraded bright blue
racing seat belts.
Originally, the wrap was to be purple,
Volpe’s favourite colour and the team
colour of the Toronto Raptors. He had
also purchased three season’s tickets to
the Raptors as part of his new mission
to live big, but when he spotted hip-hop
artist Tyga’s Audi R8 wrapped in chrome
gold, he knew that was the look they
were going for.
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Yes, a supercar wrapped in gold
chrome is certainly one way to seize
the day. It has all the visual impact of a
“Carpe Diem” face tattoo and a thousand
times the class. The car’s audacity is not
lost on Volpe.
“My reaction when I first saw the car
was a feeling of being overwhelmed
thinking ‘what have I done…I couldn’t
possibly drive a car like this…it’s just too
over the top’. Well, I got over that really
quick, and in the next few moments
pretty much felt like this car was ‘so me’.
It was perfect for me and the guys to
enjoy.”
The infection that precipitated the
purchase began with a tickle in Volpe’s
throat that quickly grew to “sore throat”
status. Then came the harrowing journey
from family doctor to ER to home, back
to the family doctor and to the ER and to
another hospital and so on, all the while
the situation worsening, before he was
finally diagnosed with a rare kind of strep
throat and operated on.
“It’s a new strain of streptococcus…
you see it more and more every day,”
says Volpe. Growing in incidence as
it may be, the infection still has a 70
per cent mortality rate. “Even after the
operation they told my family to ‘call who
you have to call, this guy isn’t going to
make it through the night,’ but I did. I
realized how close I came and how lucky
I am.”
Months later and after a full recovery,
Volpe joined the Policaro Automotive
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Family at the driving event at Canadian
Tire Motorsport Park where he banked
some laps during the first track experience of his life, behind the wheel of his
personalized supercar no less.
“It was amazing,” he says. “The power
of these cars is so addictive. I think it’s a
nice addiction that I’m going to get well
accustomed to.”
So, if you see a gold chrome BMW
i8 cruising the streets of Toronto, know
that inside it isn’t some big shot celebrity
behind the wheel, but an elementary
school teacher with a new lease on life
and a dedication to living large.
Maybe give him a honk and a smile—
we bet you’ll get one back.

DRIVER TRAINING
THAT SAVES LIVES!

DRIVER	
  TRAINING	
  THAT	
  SAVES	
  LIVE
Targe3ng	
  Drivers	
  with	
  <10	
  Years’	
  Experience	
  

ES!	
  

Targeting Drivers with less than 10 Years’ Experience

www.soBMW.ca

Fall 2017
Street Survival School
Sunday Nov 5, 2017
at IBM, 8200 Warden Ave, Markham
Registration:
http://msreg.com/gta-trss-201702
www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — Summer 2017
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Four-Time
North American
C-Modified
Champions

Making your first experience
at a BMW club
high performance driving
school a success!

by Steve Gailits

BMW Service,
Modification & Motorsport
Driver Coaching
and Race Prep

Motorsport Dealer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom Chromalloy cages
& half-cages
Complete chassis fabrication &
setup
Engine building - street, track &
race
AiM digital dashboards
& data loggers
Brakes - AP Racing, Pagid & PFC
Carbon fiber & composite parts
Safety - seats, harnesses
& nets
APEX race wheels - slicks &
tires
Aero - wings, splitters
& diffusers
AMSOIL lubricants

You’ve made the decision to try a high performance driving school –
great choice!! To make it an experience to remember, and hopefully get
you returning for many more, here are a few tips to help:
1. Read all the literature sent to you by the club.
2.	Ensure that the technical inspection report of your car has been completed
by a licensed mechanic. (Key points: brake fluid replacement within
previous 6 months and brake pad thickness of at least 50% on all wheels).
3. 	Consider weather conditions and bring appropriate clothing for rain, cold
or sunny weather. (Note: no short pants or sandals allowed while driving).
4.	Check time and location for registration and first general meeting – these
are mandatory and failure to be on time may result in loss of your first track
session.
5.	Ensure all loose items in the car, (floor, back seat, trunk) are removed prior
to your track day.
6.	Try to make contact with your instructor prior to the event to work out easy
identifiers to help find each other (i.e. colour of his/her car, where he/she
would be parked).
7.	Provide a list of any modifications or performance improvements done to
your car to your instructor.
8.	Talk to your instructor about tire pressures and make sure your wheel bolts
have been properly torqued (tire pressure should be increased to ensure
better handling of the car on the track).
9.	Remember the high performance driving school includes dinner at the
event centre and an opportunity to meet other participants.
10.	Take part in the track walk at the end of the day conducted by Derek
Hanson, Chief Instructor, to see and understand elevation changes, pitch
of the track and know the track better for your next day.

www.ravenperformance.com
905-477-1800
14 CONTACT
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Remember to ask questions, your instructor is there to guide you through
the two days. And, as you learn the limits of your car and become a
better driver – have fun!!

2017 Wine Tour and Navigation
Fun Rally Weekend
Mark your calendars:

September 30 to
October 1
New routes, new wineries, fall colours
and lower prices- sign up now. This
year we are moving the action to Prince
Edward County! The rally is free for the
club members (at least one registered
club member per vehicle), and the wine
tasting and the dinner costs are listed
below.
Navigation rallies are not at all about
the fastest speed (after all we are driving
on public roads), rather about careful
navigation and good teamwork between
driver and co-driver. The bottom line is:
whether you are a first time rally participant or a seasoned competitor, there is
plenty of fun and excitement for all. We
look forward to hearing your stories over
lunch or dinner!
For those who might have made a
wrong turn – not to worry - we provide
a second envelope with a detailed,
turn-by-turn itinerary to drive the route
anyway. This allows all participants to
enjoy the scenic fall colours and meet
the group at a predetermined destination.
The program starts with the first stage
of the Navigation Fun Rally. Meeting
point and exact time will be announced
later by email. The rally will eventually lead toward Prince Edward County,
where we will wind down by touring
three local wineries followed by dinner.
“It’s yet another point of pride for Prince
Edward County, which has become the
gastronomic capital of Ontario – a fertile
island bursting with vineyards, organic
farms and a community of artists and
chefs. Tucked into the “golden triangle”
between Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa,
it is the province’s newest Designated
Viticultural Area, which helps identify
the origin of the wine and its grapes.”
(Globe & Mail)

Come join us on September 30, 2017 and visit 3 of the almost 40 wineries in
the area, as well as enjoy some of the local savoury cuisine.

Event information:
September 30th – October 1st, 2017
Meeting location/time: Whitby – exact
address to be announced approximately 7:30 AM- TBC
End of the first two stages of the Rally:
around noon

Sunday: the last stage of the Navigation
/ Fun Rally which will be followed by
lunch and a further touring of a unique
local company.
Registration: www.trilliumbmwclub.ca
Contact/questions: Zoltan Ruppert zruppert@yahoo.ca

Lunch on Saturday: various individual lunch options will be available on
location
Wine Tour programs: $30/person.
Visiting Huff Estates, Hillier Creek
Estates and Casa Dea Estates Winery
Dinner: The Waring House Restaurant,
Picton. Full dinner with dessert approximately $55.00 + HST, tip and alcohol
per person

www.trilliumbmwclub.ca — Summer 2017
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BMW 7 Series
By Laurence Yap
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I’LL SAY FROM the start that I’m not a fan
of almost any driver-assistance technology.
Most such technology, to my mind, exists to
save distracted, disconnected, and otherwise
disengaged people behind the wheel from
themselves. Whether it’s steering drivers
back into lanes whose markings they should
be paying attention to, applying the brakes
before they hit the pedestrian they should
have seen crossing the road, or maintaining
a safe distance from the car ahead during a
cruise because they can’t be bothered to do
it themselves, I see driver assists as symptomatic of a world where cars have become less
engaging to drive, motorized mobile-phone

capsules instead of driving machines. And as
a car enthusiast, this makes me mad, and a
little bit sad.
By all rights, then, I should have hated
the new BMW 7 Series, for it is a festival of
the latest driver-assistance technology. There’s
so much of it, in fact, that, in addition to individual controls accessible on the dashboard,
on the steering wheel, and through the iDrive
controller, there’s a button right on the dash
– between the air vents and where the door
lock switch would usually be – to activate and
deactivate all of the systems at once. Switch it
on and a green ring glows around the icon of
the car, telling you you’re protected.
continued on next page
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What can the 7 Series do for you? What
can’t it do! Using the ABS, traction, and
stability control systems we’ve become
used to in all cars (and which I’ve come to
appreciate, and don’t treat as assistance
systems anymore), it adds cameras,
sensors, and other devices to give it
near-autonomous driving capability.
For instance, its active cruise control’s
radar can not just maintain a distance
from the car ahead when you’re cruising
on the highway, but it works in town as
well, reducing its following distance as
your speed drops, and also bringing you
to a complete stop in downtown traffic.
The precision and smoothness with
which it does so is eerie.
Along with cameras and sensors
that warn you when you’re departing
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your chosen lane, and when there’s
a vehicle in your blind spot, the new 7
Series adds steering intervention, which
gently nudges you back into your lane if
you’ve wandered. Above 70 km/h, the
car can take over steering duties completely for up to 30 seconds, reading the
lane markings and making small corrections automatically to maintain your
path, whether you’re on a super-slab of
straight freeway or on something more
complicated and winding. To see the
steering wheel writhe back and forth in
your hands – or even when you’re not
holding it – is disturbing to car people,
because it’s doing as good a job as you.
Here’s the thing about the 7 Series,
though, and it’s what distinguishes it from
the other near-autonomous, self-driving-
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capable barges on the market: find the
right road, switch the assists off, and it’s
a car for an enthusiast. The turbocharged
V8 produces 445 horsepower, delivering
100 km/h in a seamless rush as the eightspeed automatic blurs rapidly through its
gears. While all-wheel drive is standard,
the xDrive system is heavily rear-biased,
leaving the steering uncorrupted and the
chassis remarkably lively for such a large
car. Braking performance is excellent,
too.
Like most modern cars, the new 7
has several different driving modes, all of
which are customizable when you start to
dive into the iDrive menus. Sport is surprisingly aggressive, and gives you a taut,
responsive feel along with its red-accented gauge cluster. Comfort and Comfort

Plus soften the air suspension to deliver a
smoother ride and calm down the throttle
response. And Eco Pro not only tweaks
the car’s systems to deliver improved fuel
economy, but reconfigures the gauge
cluster to coach you into more efficient
driving habits – the “gamification” of
eco-driving, in a luxury sedan packed
with leather, wood, brushed aluminum,
and screens everywhere. (Interestingly, I
really enjoyed driving the car in Eco Pro
mode in the city.)
There is so much more to the 7 Series
than the way it drives, and this story
could be twice as long were I just to list
all of the car’s standard and optional
features. There’s the new iDrive system,
better than ever and controllable not
just with the central knob and buttons,
but via a touch-sensitive screen, or
now with gestures you can make in
the air in front of it. There’s the multiadjustable seats, which are comfortable on even the longest drive. There’s
the fragrance system which ionizes and
subtly perfumes the air inside the cabin.
And a display key that lets you control a
multitude of the car’s functions remotely.

All of which is impressive – and an
important part of playing the top-tier
luxury car game these days. What distinguishes the new 7, though, is that,

strip it all away, and it’s still a big BMW
at heart – a car with power, performance,
and handling to that you just want to get
in and drive.

Linked-AWD
Dynomometer

416-739-9997

300 SUPERTEST RD #30, TORONTO
WWW.EURO CHARGED.CA
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Readers’
Rides
If you’re reading this, odds are you like, (and in some
cases love), cars. We all have our individual stories and
Contact is looking for cars to profile. First car? Project
car? A car that you’ve kept on life support way too long.

Have an interesting story? Send an email to editor@trilliumbmwclub.ca

BMW Tuning by

D’SYLVA TECHNOLOGY
Performance software for BMW street and track cars
• OBD-1 and OBD-2 software upgrades
• Removal of DTC’s for track cars
• Custom tuning of Bosch and Siemens ECU’s on track or dyno
• Repairs to automotive electronics
• Custom hardware and firmware development

www.dsylva-tech.ca

416.463.8328

Interested in advertising?
Please contact us via email,
advertising@trilliumbmwclub.ca

Trillium BMW Club is YOUR Club; is run entirely by volunteers, and is a
“not-for-profit” organization. Nobody is paid. Our volunteers put in many
hours to make the Club a better place for every member!

S
R
E
E
T
N
VOLU ED!
NEED

Please consider volunteering some of your time. Volunteers are needed for a variety of activities, ranging from helping out at Advanced Driving School weekends, Auto-Slalom events, Street
Survival Schools, Race weekends and Fun rallies to helping out with the massive work effort that
goes on behind the scenes to make this Club work and to offer the many activities that we do for
our members.
Even the “little” activities that sometimes are taken for granted could not be run without volunteers; things such as helping with cones at the skid pad, helping at registration, etc. If you can
donate some time on a ADS weekend, or a SSS weekend, the little things will run a lot smoother!
The Club also supports various charities, such as Big Brothers Big Sisters, Hospital for Sick
Children, Heart House Hospice, Adam’s Dream Fund and others.
Your volunteering in the Club will not only introduce you to the over one-thousand great people
who make up this Club, but will also go a long way to helping out the communities in which we live.

For more info on volunteering, please contact Janice Stone, janicestonelifecoach@gmail.com
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Readers’ Rides
By Ted Lumer

I WAS A young boy with a huge and
keen interest in cars just as I imagine most
young boys do. Always dreaming about
what it would be like to own my own car.
Fast forward to my early teens: I would
spend any spare time I had, hanging out
at the Shell station at the end of our street.
My mom was not too impressed about me
spending my time hanging out at a gas
station since she thought that it would
be a bad influence on me. I did it anyway.
Countless hours were spent watching the
mechanics repair cars and they even let me
help them in any way I could. It was very
exciting to me because they would even let
me help them work on their own cars, a 64
Mustang, an Oldsmobile 442 and a Ford
Galaxie XL500 ragtop just to name a few.
These were great cars back in the day.

My interest in cars advanced as I approached the time when I could expect to
be getting my driver’s licence. Well much
to my dismay, my parents delayed my inevitable desire to be behind the wheel and
insisted that I wait until I was seventeen.
Little did my parents know that with the
help of my two cousins Larry and Harry
(twins and my idols), taught me to drive on
back roads and parking lots when I was just
fifteen.
Both Larry and Harry had numerous
beaters in their teenage years and with the
help of their father, my Uncle John, who
just happened to be a mechanic, were constantly replacing clutches, brakes, pistons
and anything else that could go wrong
with a car. During this period all I could
do was dream about having my own beater
and tearing it apart and repairing it. I never
did get my own beater, but I spent time
driving my cousins’ cars whenever I had
the opportunity.
It wasn’t until I finished school that I
was able to get my first car. No, it wasn’t
a beater. With the help of my dad, who
co-signed, I got a brand new 1972 Mazda
808 which cost $2,600.00. This car was

Leading the pack…or about to get lapped?
like a Ferrari to me. I had to lose the
factory image, so I put on alloy wheels
with Pirelli tires, a front spoiler and
Stebro exhaust. I spent countless hours
detailing my new baby.
The reality of work and family life
set in shortly thereafter and my admiration and love of cars never diminished, but needless to say time and
money were not there.
Fast forward 30 years to 2010. My
cousin Larry, now an instructor with
the BMW Club starting putting the
bug into my head about coming out
to a BMW Trillium Advance Driving
School. Well, there was no way I was
about to come to an ADS event driving a
minivan. I went out and purchased a five
year old 2005 Mini Cooper S which is a car
that I had always loved.
My first foray at an ADS event was
at Shannonville and by the end of the
weekend, I was hooked. I attended every
Trillium ADS event that year and by the
end of the season, I knew my Cooper S was
no longer fast enough for me.
The next spring, I upgraded my ride to
a 2008 BMW 135i M sport. Over the next
six years, I modified brakes, suspension,
cold air intake, stage 3 chip, intercooler,
exhaust, oil cooler, cage, race seat etc. etc.
etc. It never seems to end what you can do
to a car.
During those six years, I continued to
attend all the Trillium ADS events and
worked my way through all the levels to
become a signed off solo driver. At that
point I thought to myself, what’s next. Race
school was the answer.

In 2014, I signed up for the BMW CCA
Race School. What an experience!!! It was
like nothing I had done in the past and my
little boy dreams were finally a reality. The
lessons taught at the Race School provided
me a much greater awareness of time and
space on the track.
Once I completed the Race School, I felt
that I would like to pay it forward and give
back my knowledge and experience, so I
applied to become an instructor. Two years
later and now an instructor, it gives me
great pleasure to teach what I have learned
over the years and marvel at how over the
course of a weekend, my students progress
from being cautious and timid, to comfortable and confident behind the wheel.
Oh, by the way the BMW Club, is not for
boys only but I enrolled my precious two
daughters, Francesca and Kate in the Tire
Rack/BMW Street Survival School. Not
only did they love the experience but they
both feel that this type of course should be
mandatory for all young drivers.
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Tire Rack
Street Survival School
By Eileen Arnaud

On Sunday May 28th, the first of 2 Tire
Rack Street Survival Schools for 2017
was presented by BMW Trillium Club and
Porsche UCR. The event, now in its 5th
year, was held on a sunny and warm day
at the Mississauga Powerade Centre.
Run by more than 50 volunteers, 48 registrants enjoyed the opportunity to learn
and practice driving skills in a closely supervised environment.
Students were divided into two
groups so that each could participate
in classroom sessions and also have an
in-car coach to instruct them as they participated in a series of exercises designed
to teach the handling limits of their cars
and make them safer drivers. These
exercises included how to avoid an
accident, emergency situation recovery
manoeuvres, skid control and highlighted
the negative effects of using a phone/
texting while driving.
Most students weren’t quite sure what
to expect and were a bit apprehensive
starting out. It was great to watch them
continued on next page
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A Student’s Perspective on
the Street Survival School
By Devin Jones

MY DRIVING INSTRUCTOR told me
to floor it, so naturally I did. The Ford
Escape I was driving leapt forward and
hurtled down the straightaway, directly
towards the man holding two flags in
either hand. I was getting closer to the
figure behind the fluorescent cones and
rain was slipping from out beneath the
tires. 40 feet, 20 feet...15 feet. His left
arm and flag flew out to the side, and I
jerked the car in that direction, slamming
on the brakes while maneuvering in
a tight arc. That poor soul. I practiced
this situation a handful of times before
moving on to another event from the
Street Survival School.
The entire day was hosted by the BMW
and Porsche clubs, and included situations such as skid pad driving in a figure
eight formation, emergency braking to
understand the function of ABS brakes
as well as high speed cornering. Used
as a teaching tool for young people, the
event aimed to give practical experience
to driving situations we might not have
come across in our burgeoning road
careers.
As a young driver naively confident in
his abilities, the Street Survival School
was a great way to not only temper my
perceived driving skills, but also to build
on the foundation of my driving ability
in a way that is helpful, educational and
functional. When the day first started, I
just enjoyed driving in an environment
that let me off the leash, so to speak.
But after about an hour of two different
activities, and a thorough breakdown
of how each set event marries different
skills into a complete driving package, I
began to pay more attention.
One specific theme the survival school
focused on was that of distracted driving.
During the day, all the participants went
through a distracted driving course. First
told to drive at a moderate speed while
texting, the results were strained but
fairly normal. But as I was told to drive
faster, make small turns or maneuvers
or slam on the brakes, it became quite
clear just how quickly the danger of dis-

tracted driving can occur. As someone
who’s certainly been guilty of texting
while driving, I’ve heard countless times
how stupid it is to use my phone while
on the road. And I’ve always understood
that fact, but it wasn’t until actually being
put in a stressful situation while texting
and driving, did the message hit home.

It was a day full of new information
that pushed ordinary cars and drivers to
their limits. The Street Survival School
helped me become a confident driver
in the proper sense of the word. The
day’s events with experienced instructors throwing unanticipated maneuvers
our way armed a group of young people
with a better understanding of what to
do in times of stress, a lesson that isn’t
easily found in an everyday environment.
And I’m not going to lie to you and not
include the fact that the best part of my
day was being told to drive fast. But it
was being told to drive fast in conjunction with a series of maneuvers and
distractions that taught me something
– when does driving NOT require 100%
of your attention. Does it get any better
than that?
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Editor’s Note: sign up early for our Fall Street Survival School Sunday Nov 5, 2017!
gain more confidence in their driving skills
as the day went on and see them have
fun learning and sharing their enthusiasm
with their coaches. Students I spoke to
at the end of the day told me they were
surprised at how much they learned
about their cars and themselves, and
how much fun they had developing their
driving skills. They were all glad they took
part in the school and said they would
“for sure” tell their friends about it!
The success of Sunday’s SSS was the
result of great teamwork and excellent
co-operation between the BMW Trillium
and Porsche car clubs. A big thank you
to the organizing committee who planned
the event over the past 5 months and
all the volunteers who came out to set
up the course, register participants, be
in-car coaches and exercise leaders,
run the exercises / classroom sessions
and the lunch-time airbag demos. Such
a terrific day couldn’t have happened
without you!
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The BMW Concept 8 Series.
Unadulterated dynamics and modern luxury – the essence of a BMW coupe.

MUNICH. THE BMW GROUP is using this year’s
Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este to unveil the BMW
Concept 8 Series, the essence of a modern-day BMW
coupe wrapped up in an enthralling design study. The
study car will serve as a taster of a forthcoming BMW
model – the new BMW 8 Series Coupe, slated for launch
in 2018 and part of the biggest model offensive in the
company’s history. The NUMBER ONE > NEXT strategy
sees the BMW Group aiming to significantly increase
sales and revenues in the luxury class, and the BMW 8
Series Coupe plays an important role here.
“The number 8 has always represented the pinnacle
of Management of BMW AG Harald Krüger. “The forthcoming BMW 8 Series Coupe will demonstrate that razorsharp dynamics and modern luxury can go hand-in-hand.
This will be the next model in the expansion of our luxurycar offering and will raise the benchmark for coupes in the
segment. In the process, we will strengthen our claim to
leadership in the luxury class.”
The BMW Concept 8 Series reveals much of what is
to come. “The BMW Concept 8 Series is our take on a
full-blooded high-end driving machine,” says Adrian van
Hooydonk, Senior Vice President BMW Group Design. “It
is a luxurious sports car which embodies both unadulterated dynamics and modern luxury like arguably no other.
For me, it’s a slice of pure automotive fascination.”
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Contact Magazine for Trillium Members
and your membership renewal
IF YOU HAVE NOT already renewed your
membership, you are encouraged to renew now.

To renew your membership, please go to the Club’s NEW web site

www.trilliumbmwclub.ca

BMW Club of Canada Trillium Chapter
publishes Contact magazine 4 times each year.
The magazine is mailed to all members whose
membership is current.

If you had a username and password
on the old web site, they will not work
on the new site, so just click “join the
club” and enter all the required information.

Please renew your membership ASAP
to ensure you receive subsequent issues,
invitations to social events and to be eligible for
BMW parts and lifestyle discounts, along with
the other benefits provided by the Club. The
membership dues fund the publication of the
magazine.

If you already have a user name and
password on the new site, hold the
mouse over “membership” and click
on “renew an existing membership”
and follow the directions.

All memberships end in December of the
year you renew (unless you have renewed for
2 or more years). Memberships do not continue
through to the anniversary date of when you
join/renew, they end in December. There is no
advantage in waiting until your first driving event
to renew, it is better to renew now; it ensures
continuity in your membership.

Discount structures at
Pfaff BMW and Policaro BMW
for Trillium members

Your Trillium
membership
card and why
you need it

Trillium members will receive a discount at Pfaff BMW and
Policaro BMW as follows:

Isidore Papdopoulos
Once you have renewed
Member # MNO-0200
your membership for
Expiry Date: 02 12 2018
2017, you will receive a
member
membership card in the
mail a few weeks later.
Bring this card with you to all events, whether driving
related or social. The Club’s insurance requires that
all participants be current members of the Club.

sample

20%

DISCOUNT

ON

PARTS

10%

DISCOUNT

ON

LIFESTYLE
PRODUCTS

Also, the Club has arranged discounts for parts and
BMW Lifestyle products at some BMW dealerships in
the GTA and at some third-party performance shops.
You will need to show a valid Trillium membership
card to qualify for the discount.

To receive parts and BMW lifestyle products discounts, simply
go to the parts counter and present your valid membership card.

See web site for details on discounts.

This discount is over and above the best deal you can work
out with the dealership. To apply for this discount, you must
be a member for at least 12 consecutive months, and have
completed the form available on the web site.

e.g.: 10% off ECU tunes at Eurocharge with valid
membership card.
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Trillium members will also receive an additional 2% discount
on new BMW cars – does not apply to M2 and M4GTS.
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rethink M

416-398-0909

Photo Credit: Radu Caracaleanu

Photo credit: Dan Granner
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